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Author's response to reviews:

Some minor changes for clarity listed below:
Page 3, in the last para changed to: “which is the ratio of telephone numbers, \(n_h\), in stratum \(h\) to the number of telephone numbers in the sample, \(n\), cancelled…”
Page 4, replaced “Using” with “We use”
Page 6, subscripts the definitions at the top of page 6 revised on the middle one and revised to read “\(h\) denotes the stratum”.
Page 6, in last para replace formula
Page 7 top of the page replaced formula
Page 7, middle of page, changed to “landline numbers in the strata ranged from 23, 764.”
Page 8, start of 2nd para, changed to “for each frame the sample size divided by…”
Page 8 – Revised figure 1 to make it clearer for the reader, also revised title error from 2013 to 2012.
Page 9, end of first para, made last line “denotes sample size and \(w\).”
Page 18, revised first and third formula